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It was a period which carried on the past heritage and opened up a future in the 
history of Chinese Opera Reforming From 1949 to 1952. There were being so much 
theory and practice about Chinese Opera’s Reformation in the past half –century, but 
all of all had transformed into the one after a thorough cleaning and integration in 
these three years. And the theory and practice about Chinese Opera Reforming born in 
this time had also established the scope of practice and theory structure of Chinese 
Opera Reforming in the later years. The development of Chinese Opera had to 
wandered in this established framework . 
In September 27, 1952，Xiong Jianxiao、Li Yaqiao、Chen Meicun、Guan 
Xiaobin、Shen Yungai, all of which were the actor of Wuhan Chu Opera Troupe, went 
to Beijing by the Jinghan Railway for the parade in Chinese National Day, and The 
First National Chinese Opera Festival.  
It was to observe the achievements of The Reformation of Chinese Opera in the 
past three years. Furthermore, it was also the final results of the political enchant and 
be enchanted between local opera and the central authority. In this congress, Chu 
Opera、Ping Opera、Yue Opera、Hu Opera and other folk opera had completed a 
gorgeous turning, and become one of the National Chines Opera. 
I choose Chu opera as the object of my study, focusing on the early liberation of 
Chu opera’s reformation. By showing the historical process of Chu opera enchant to 
Beijing, I place Chu opera on the big political stage of the reforming work in 
emancipatory initial stage, and analysis how the Chinese Opera’s Reformation 
movement can change the Chu Opera ecological reconstruction completely in a short 
time. On the basis of these above, I wanted to have a further examination on the 
movement of Chu Opera reforming, and get a better understanding about the history 
of Chu opera. 
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